The supplier for the Melrose Community Power (MCP) program is NextEra Energy Services.

Supplier is listed as: “NEXTERA ENERGY SERVCS MA-MELROSE AGG”

The cost per kilowatt hour of electricity shows which of the three MCP electricity supply products you are enrolled in.

The prices for all MCP products are fixed from June 2019 through November 2021.

$0.10521 is the standard product called “Local Green” which includes 5% more renewable energy than required by law.

See mcp.cityofmelrose.org for detail on each of the products available.
The supplier is listed as: “National Grid” and the electricity is listed as “Basic Service Fixed.”

This means you are not participating in the Melrose Community Power program.

The cost per kilowatt hour of Basic Service electricity changes every six months for residential and small commercial customers and every three months for large commercial customers.